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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Lebanon was named after the :'grove of great cedars that surrounded the
house until most of them were destroyed by hurricane Hazel (1954). Fortunately, tall pines and other trees still provide a picturesque setting
for the pleasant Greek Revival plantation house. Built of frame covered
with plain weatherboards, the two-story house is raised on a foundation of
brick laid in common bond. Corner posts treated as pilasters define the
facades and support a plain frieze and molded cornice beneath the overhang
of the roof. Two interior chimneys pierce the hip roof. There is a onestory wing on each side. An early wooden fence encloses a large, wellplanted yard that contains several outbuildings, including a frame kitchen
and smokehouse ..
The main (west) facade of the house is three bays wide, with a threebay, two-tier porch sheltering the central doorway on both floors. The
porch has at each level slender chamfered posts ornamented with delicate
sawnwork brackets. These recur as pilasters on the facade at the ends of
the porch. Between the front posts runs a balustrade with turned balusters
beneath a heavy molded rail. At the first level, the floor of the porch,
enclosed by a continuation of the balustrade, extends the full width of the
facade. The upper level of the porch has an open pediment. The tympanum,
covered with weatherboards, features an oculus divided into quarters filled
with louvers. At each level of the facade the entrance consists of a single
door flanked by sidelights beneath a four-light transom. Both doors are
flat-paneled on the inside but have on the exterior, flush panels outlined
by heavy molding, the upper ones in the shape of round-headed arches. The
remaining b~s of the facade are marked by windows containing four-overfour sash, a pattern that continues throughout the main block.
Extending from the north side of the main block is a small one-story,
two-bay wing that continues the fenestration, corner posts arid cornice of
the main block. It leads to a two-bay addition with plainer finish and
later sash. At the rear of the south side of the house is a one-story shed
addition that extends around the corner to enclose part of the back porch.
The bays of the rear facade are~treated like those of the front, except
that the upper central bay has only a small square window with replacement
sash. Extending across this facade is a one-story porch with a hip roof
supported by plain chamfered posts. The balustrade of the front porch is
repeated..
'
The interior of the main block follows a center-hall plan, two rooms
deep. The walls are plastered above a simple molded baseboard. The double
doors leading from the hall to the two front rooms were installed in the
twentieth century. Most of the doorways, however, have six-panel doors
with molding outlining flat panels on one side and slightly raised panels
on the other. There are a few doors of later design.
According to the owner, the only original mantel is that in the
northeast second-floor room. The others are copies of
one. A
panel appears above the square fire opening, and both are flanked by
pilasters with cornice caps" The heavy molded shelf breaks over the
pilasters.
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The open-string stair rises in one flight along the north hall wall from
the rear of the hall
A fat turned newel and slender turned balusters support
a heavy molded handrail. The graceful balustrade continues along the stair
well at the second levele The arrangement and finish of the second floor
are like the first
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The area around the Cumberland County-Harnett County line near the
present highway N.C. 82 was settled by the Smith family in the mideighteenth century. Prominent among them was Alexander Smith, who
assembled a large tract of land, operated a ferry,. and probably built the
large Georgian plantation house, Oak Grove. After his death in 1777, when
his son, John Smith, was still a minor, Alexander's widow married
Farquhard Campbell, who held the property in trust until John achieved
his majority; he probably came into possession of the property in 1790.
In 1843 John Smith deeded a number of tracts to his three sons. The Oak
Grove property went to John C., another tract to William T., and still
another to Farquhard Campbell Smith (named after John's stepfather). The
plantation houses built for William and Farquhard still stand within a few
miles of the older Oak Grove--and for many years the area was known as
Smi th ville.
Tradition has it that when his son, Farquhard, married in 1824, John
Smith built Lebanon for him. The tax lists for this time tend to
corroborate this tradition. Farquhard Smith was not listed in 1824, but,
the next year he was shown as the holder of five slaves while his father's
slave holdings decreased by five. The next year his slave holdings increased again with a concomitant decrease in his father's holdings. By
1827 Farquhard was listed as having eight slaves and, for the first time,.
~and in the amount of 3,612 acres.
Again, his father's estate decreased
in this list by exactly 3,612 acres. The actual transfer of this land
from Jonn Smith to Farquhard probably did not occur until the 1843 deed
(see above). At this time, IIfor love and affection and the sum of one
dollar", Farquhard received title to several tracts totalling 3,517 2/3
acres, and one-third interest in the "three Ferry Landing places, together
with the Flat and Fixtures belonging thereto." In the first census of
Harnett County in 1860, Farquhard Smith was shown as owner of 37 slaves.
The Battle of Averasboro (March 16, 1865) occurred in the immediate
vicinity of John Smith's plantation houseo Sharp fighting drove the family
from their home and after spending the day in the trenches, they repaired
to Lebanon late in the evening. Lebanon was used as a Confederate hospital
during and after the battle. A letter written by Farquhard Smith t S
daughter records the occasion:
The infirmary was here and oh it makes me shudder when I think 'of
the awful sights I witnessed that morning;_ Ambulance after ambulance
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drove up with our wounded
One half of the house was prepared for the
soldiers, but owing to the close proximity of the enemy, they only
sent in the sick, but every barn and out house was full and under
every shed and tree the tables were carried for amputating the limbs.
I just felt like my heart would break when I would see our brave men
rushing into the battle and then coming back so mangled.
Farquhard Smith died in 1871. In the division of his estate, lot number
1 (then containing 850 acres) and the house went to his youngest son, Jesse
Slocumb Smith. It was sold to Edward Smith, a brother, in 1880 for $4,000.
Edward Smith willed Lebanon to his nephew, E. W. Smit~ in 1914. The house
went to its present owner, E. W. Smith, Jr., in 1935.
Lebanon, a typical Greek Revival plantation house is of particular
significance because of its well-documented use as a hospital during and
after the Battle of Averasboro, March 16, 1865. The house is the only one
of the three large houses constructed in the area by the prominent Smith
family that has remained in the hands of descendants.
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Fowler, Malcolm. They Passed This Way. Lillington, North Carolina: Harnett
County Centennial, Inc., 1955.
Whitfield, Emma Morehead. Whitfield, Bryan, Smith and Related Families.
Westminister, Maryland: privately printed, 1950.
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